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If you can imagine it, 
we can do it! 
- Mladen Sudar, CEO

Promotional
Brochour

https://youtu.be/8BJWkfHL3z4


OUR SERVICES

Under the guidance of experienced
professionals, we guarantee:
professionalism, reliability, trust, and
quality.

It is very important for us to have a
friendly, spontaneous, and healthy
work environment that, with expertise,
results in ideas and innovations that
are unique but adaptive, accessible,
and practically applicable.

We make a virtual world
that looks real!



3D Visualization
Brodbot is offering a wide range of 3D Visualization Services that
help bring your ideas to life. 

Quality and photorealistic 3D visualization is a powerful tool that
brings every idea, design, and object into a certain space, where
it is complemented with additional details, atmosphere, and
lighting and thus allows the client to see and “feel” the space
before work starts!

In other words, it can help your business get more work. Also, we
create detailed, eye-catching, and creative Animations. Our
Animations can be made to fulfill all your needs and visually
explain your product or service, in the shortest possible time.
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The Brodbot Team is committed to delivering high-quality interactive
assembly video tutorials because they save time and energy for your
customers. 

An animated assembly tutorial for your products is more detailed
than the classic, paper ones and more eco-friendly as well!

Sometimes, an assembly can be quite challenging for your
customers but with our help, it becomes quick and easy. 

Animated assembly instructions are overcoming language barriers
and making this process available and understandable to your
customers worldwide.

3D Modeling
3D Animation
3D Interior/Exterior
Vizualization
Interactive Assembling
Tutorials

WE MAKE
THE
ASSEMBLY
PROCESS
EASY
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to Check It
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https://youtu.be/MxY_L4hFBgg
https://youtu.be/YN8b0lcEgX0
https://youtu.be/8BJWkfHL3z4
https://youtu.be/Z04s0tL4vYA
https://youtu.be/MxY_L4hFBgg


No matter the industry, we can create animation for
every product that requires assembly. Even if the
assembly process for a specific product is easy, it
can always be used as fun marketing material.

Helping you build an
impactful digital
experience

CLICK HERE
Long

Version!

CLICK HERE  
Short

Version!

https://youtu.be/NH4t-Ps3-go
https://youtu.be/OSexbhDqBNs
https://youtu.be/OSexbhDqBNs
https://youtu.be/OSexbhDqBNs
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Multimedia
Services
Are you looking for a partner who
can help you enhance your virtual
presence in the world? 

With Brodbot's outstanding team
you will achieve that. We are
offering cloud-based Multimedia
Services – all over the world. 

Our Multimedia Services are
designed to improve the digital
customer experience and make the
virtual world look real.

Video production
AR & VR content

Interactive Museum Guides
Mobile application development

https://youtu.be/_joU6DC3nGE
https://youtu.be/xiPeOEy8ucc
https://youtu.be/YN8b0lcEgX0


Brodbot is a creative 3D studio delivering solutions for an
impactful digital experience.
We are a small team of creatives and professionals always ready
for new challenges and to improve and upgrade existing skills.
The Brodbot journey has started in 2016 with the idea of
improving the real world through virtual.

BRODBOT = (Slavonski) BROD + (Ro) BOT
The name of our company was created by merging the city name
in which the company is located and the word robot.

Since then since we were a part of interesting projects in various
industries.

ABOUT US

Find us on
social
networks:

Your vision is our
successful challenge!

https://www.facebook.com/brodbot
https://www.instagram.com/accounts/login/?next=/brodbotcom/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/brodbot
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4ZXd6xZ5hsGDEPw9_BhMQQ


Hours
Monday — Friday: 7:00 AM–5:00 PM

BRODBOT j.d.o.o.
 

HEADQUARTERS:
Glogovačka ulica 7,

HR- 35000 Slavonski Brod
 

OFFICE:
Šetalište Braće Radić 7,

HR-35000 Slavonski Brod
 

CEO:
Mladen Sudar

Mobile phone: +385 98 973 4906
OIB:02054488318

MB:04628861
 

CONTACT US

info@brodbot.hr
 

We respond within 24 hours!

 www.brodbot.com

ThankYou !

We look forward to working
with you.


